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	The Middle West Review is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal focused on studying the American Midwest, a “lost region” which has received far less scholarly attention than other American regions. Middle West Review is the only scholarly print publication dedicated exclusively to the study of the Midwest as a region. It provides a forum for scholars and non-scholars alike to explore the meaning of Midwestern identity, history, geography, society, culture, and politics. Overall, the mission of the Middle West Review is to join with like-minded associations, historical societies, writers, and scholars to help revitalize the study of the American Midwest. The inaugural issue of the journal was published in the fall of 2014 and since 2019 Middle West Review has made the University of South Dakota its home. 

	

	Visit the journal's editorial website.
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		Statement of Publishing Ethics
	

	
		

		The Middle West Review accepts submissions on a rolling basis. We encourage readers to contribute original content that deepens the public’s understanding of the American Midwest in an accessible and thoughtful manner. Some examples of submission types include:
	

	
		Submissions

		Articles should run between 8,000-10,000 words and articulate a central thesis about the study of the Midwest. These works should build upon original research or new interpretations of existing sources. Book review essays should run roughly 2,000-2,500 words and discuss multiple books. Non-fiction essays should run roughly 3,000 words. See prior issues of Middle West Review for examples.  

		

		All contributions will undergo a process of peer review spearheaded by the Middle West Review editors and executive board.
	

	
		Submissions will either be accepted for publication outright, returned with a request to “revise and resubmit,” or rejected outright. All submissions will benefit from the comments and revisions of the Middle West Review editors and its editorial reviewers.

		 
	

	
		Stylistic Guidelines

		Authors should consult the Chicago Manual of Style as they prepare to submit their manuscripts to Middle West Review. Works should use endnotes in accordance with that manual’s specifications. Please Times New Roman 12-point font. All written submissions should be double-spaced and have one-inch margins on all sides. Manuscripts should be clear, concise, and devoid of jargon. Refrain from using the first person or passive voice. Successful submissions will marshal a strong argument buttressed by adequate evidence, thoughtful analysis, and lucid prose. Furthermore, in keeping with the journal’s mission, manuscripts should use the Midwest as a category of analysis and seek to explain why their project matters for the study of this region.
	

	
		Please feel free to submit your materials at any time to MWR@USD.edu. You can also send any questions about submissions and other matters to that address.

		

		Statement of Principles

		Middle West Review embraces the principles of open inquiry, free speech, intellectual diversity, and robust debate and discussion and believes they are crucial to the proper functioning of scholarly journals, higher education, and a society where unfettered expression and deliberation are prized ideals. Middle West Review adheres to the longstanding tenet of academic freedom which promotes an open marketplace of ideas among its editors, contributors, and readers. It strives to create a forum that reflects high standards of scholarship and places a premium on facts, logic, and evidence, as well as respecting all viewpoints embracing such standards and that are grounded in the process of critical thinking that has traditionally characterized scholarly endeavors. Middle West Review also welcomes intelligent and well-reasoned creative non-fiction and cultural criticism more generally. Toward these ends, Middle West Review specifically endorses the University of Chicago’s Report of the Committee on Freedom of Expression (2015). More broadly, Middle West Review recognizes the importance of creating and sustaining academic and literary outlets in the nation’s far-flung and diverse regions and embraces the goals of regionalists who have sought to resist the dominant centers of cultural production in the nation and to create more platforms in order to foster a diversity of thought and creative enterprises.
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	Middle West Review has released the results for their survey made in conjunction with Emerson College Polling. Read more here.

	

	Middle West Review seeks applications for the position of Associate Editor. Duties include managing submissions and the peer review process and proofreading. A knowledge of the workings of Dropbox is important. Letters of interest setting forth experience and qualifications and a CV should be sent to Dr. Paula Nelson (nelsonp1951@yahoo.com) by October 10, 2023.  

	 

	Middle West Review seeks proposals for a special issue on “The German Midwest.” No other American region saw a greater level of German immigration than the American Midwest. This migration led to a variety of unique ethnic organizations, voting patterns, and cultural mores. Send one-page proposals for a 5,000 word article about some dimension of the German Midwest and a CV to mwr@usd.edu by February 15, 2024.  

	 

	Middle West Review seeks proposals for a special issue on “Regional Geography(ies) of the Midwest.” Send one-page proposals for 4,000-word article focused on the concept of “regions” as it relates to Midwestern geography, boundaries, or borderlands and a CV to mwr@usd.edu by October 20, 2023.
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"'A People of Persistence: The Evolving Historiography of Indigenous Midwests" (Vol. 5, No. 2, 2019)

 "From the Mountains to the Midwest: Observations on Appalachia, Regionalism, and Regional Studies" (Vol. 4, No. 1, 2017)
 "Heartland: The Politics of a Regional Signifier" (Vol. 1, No. 1, 2014)
 "Multilingualism in the Midwest: How German Has Shaped (and Still Shapes) the Midwest" (Vol. 1, No. 2, 2015)
 "'This Negro Elephant is Getting to be a Pretty Large Sized Animal': White Hostility against Blacks in Indiana and the Historiography of Racist Violence in the Midwest" (Vol. 1, No. 2, 2015)
 "Parks and Recreation (review)" (Vol. 1, No. 1, 2014)  
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                        Middle West Review is affiliated with the Midwestern History Association. You may join the MHA here. Discounted subscriptions to Middle West Review are available as part of a membership bundle.



To learn more about the MHA, visit their website.
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                        Reading List: MigrationThis list of peer-reviewed materials features articles on many topics spanning Globalization, Genocide, Religion, Diaspora Communities, and other aspects on the topic of Migration.
Reading List: Willa CatherThis list of peer-reviewed articles & reviews centers on the work of acclaimed author (and UNL alum) Willa Cather. Known for her novels on the pioneer experience, her works are reexamined here through the lens of modern-day academics.
Reading List: Social MediaAs online communities continue to widen their reach, so too does our list of peer-reviewed articles on various subjects including Journalism, Communal Narrative, Activism, Marketing, and Image Rehabilitation.
Reading List: Sports-Related Controversies, Social Issues, and ScandalsThis sprawling list includes peer-reviewed articles on subjects as diverse as the fields of play they revolve around, including Violence in Sports, Gambling & Game Fixing, Drugs & Banned Substances, Mascots & Offensive Imagery, and other controversies.
Reading List: Women's Political Action in the U.S.Resources for use in discussions of women's political activities in the U.S., both contemporary and historical.
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                        Advertise in Middle West Review TodayClick the link above to view this journal's advertising rates & options!
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                        Recommend this Journal to Your LibraryLibraries face a dilemma: the number of books, journals, and other information resources available to offer to their patrons is growing faster than their acquisitions budgets. Decisions about which new materials to add in a given year are influenced by a number of factors, not the least of which are whether they are aware of the existence of a resource and the value that resource would bring to those who rely on the library. Librarians often appreciate the input of users in gathering the information they need to make those evaluations.

There is no one right way to share information about a particular journal with a library. Some institutions have formal procedures for submitting acquisition requests, others rely on regular communication between subject area librarians and the departments they serve, and some have no specifically defined method. You are in the best position to determine the most appropriate method for approaching your library with a request for the addition of a journal to its collection. However, we have developed a library recommendation form as one tool you can use to provide your library with relevant information.

The form contains basic information about the journal: a description, its print and electronic ISSNs, frequency of publication, pricing, print and electronic options, and ordering information. It also includes a few questions for you to complete that address your evaluation of the journal's value. If you choose to use the form, fill it out then send it to the appropriate individual at your library. Do not return it to the University of Nebraska Press.
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